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Happy New Year from Savas Labs!
New projects, clients, team members, Labs™ initiatives - We're beaming about what's
in store for this upcoming year.

Featured work —

https://mailchi.mp/bb65ae52e270/we-are-hiring-5102134
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Last year, our team had the privilege of working with the Cancer Support Community
to build a learning portal for those transitioning out of cancer care. Their Cancer
Transitions program is held virtually and in locations throughout the country. Critical
to the project's success was making courses accessible by participants, facilitators,
and location administrators with varying permissions per role. Utilizing a system of
components with an emphasis on usability and accessibility, we equipped the CSC
team with the tools needed to keep content up to date and organized.
Want to learn more about the Cancer Support Community?

Visit their Site -->

The more you know —

⭐️

22 Inspiring Web Design
Trends for 2022

These 22 web design trends for 2022 will help
inform and inspire what people build for the web.
Dive on in.
Mischa Vaughn, Webflow

Why Your Project Needs
a Discovery Phase
https://mailchi.mp/bb65ae52e270/we-are-hiring-5102134

When we begin a project, it is crucial we invest time
into understanding the problems at hand. That's why
projects need a discovery phase.
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Simon Goodwin, Senior UX Designer/Product Strategist

Discovery - How to
Prepare for Success

Learn more about what we do at Savas to
understand our client's goals and needs to ensure we
deliver an exceptional product.
Taylor Tice, Senior Project Manager

11 Web Development
Trends to Expect in
2022, According to
Experts & Data

These dev trends are exciting and we can't wait to
try some out, but only if it's the right fit for you!
Harikrishna Kundariya, eSparkBiz

📣 Client shoutout —

Shoutout to one of our newest clients, the Department of Energy's Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant. Based in New Mexico, WIPP is the nation's only repository for the disposal
of nuclear waste known as transuranic, or TRU, waste. It consists of clothing, tools,
rags, residues, debris, soil, and other items contaminated with small amounts of
plutonium and other man-made radioactive elements. Disposal of transuranic waste
is critical to the cleanup of Cold War nuclear production sites and this TRU is sent
from around the country to WIPP for permanent disposal.
Be on the lookout for exciting updates regarding their digital presence soon!

More about WIPP →
https://mailchi.mp/bb65ae52e270/we-are-hiring-5102134
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Meet the team —
Please help us welcome one of our
newest team members, Lisa Trevis!
Lisa is a Front-End Developer who
comes to us from the far away creative
land of California where she did
everything from sales & marketing, to
account management, to coding for
Apple! Her breadth of experience and
knowledge gained at the highest level
is a welcome addition to our growing
development team!
Considering making the trek to the Bay
Area anytime soon? Here are a few
recommendations from resident Lisa:
1. Skip Golden Gate Park
(controversial!) and head to Joaquin
Miller Park in Oakland instead.
2. Find a local food festival, street food
pop-up, or food truck collective to get a
feel for the actual community.
3. Tour the haunted Winchester
Mansion in San Jose for a spooky
adventure.

Check out Lisa's portfolio -->

🎉 And now, a GIF —
Forward Together!

https://mailchi.mp/bb65ae52e270/we-are-hiring-5102134
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🚀 Closing thoughts —
We’re continuing our hiring push for a variety of roles to support ours and our clients'
growth this year. If you want a career that gives you the opportunity to grow and learn as a
professional or know someone who's looking, reach out!

See our open positions →

Thanks for reading!
Website→

Twitter→

https://mailchi.mp/bb65ae52e270/we-are-hiring-5102134

Linkedin→

Github→

Instagram→
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We design and build digital products.
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